
Problem Set 1

Problem 1. National Income and Product Accounts. Here you will be asked to create some graphs
in Python. Read through this entire problem first so you can just do one download of the data.
You may use the template provided in class.

(a) The National Income and Product Accounts (NIPA) are from the Bureau of Economic Analysis.
Here is the table they provide. Download real GDP from FRED, the FRED code is GDPC1, you
can see what it looks like here.

(b) Look at the graph on the FRED website and all of the descriptions concerning real GDP. Use
Python to plot real GDP. Make sure you title the graph and label the axes appropriately.

(c) Add nominal GDP to the graph (FRED code GDP).

(d) Using nominal GDP, calculate real GDP using the appropriate price deflator and plot them on
the same graph.

(e) Compute the quarterly percentage change in real GDP (seasonally adjusted of course), convert
it to an annual rate, and plot. Compare this to line 1 in table 1 from the BEA (link above).
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http://www.bea.gov/newsreleases/national/gdp/2016/txt/gdp3q16_2nd.txt
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/GDPC1


Problem 2. GDP components. The major subgroups of GDP are Consumption, Investment,
Government expenditures, eXports, and Imports: Y = C + I +G+X −M .

(a) Plot real GDP and its components all on a new graph.

(b) Setting real GDP equal to 1, plot the components as a fraction of real GDP, using different
colors to fill the spaces in between the lines to denote the share (i.e. your graph should be a “pie
chart over time”). Briefly discuss any observations you might have.

(c) Add up the components of real GDP and compare this to GDPC1. Are they the same? Explain.
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Problem 3. Price indices. There are many different types of price indices. If you Google “FRED
CPI and PCE” you will see many.

(a) Plot CPI (FRED code CPIAUCSL) and PCE (FRED code PCECTPI) on the same graph.
Next, calculate and plot inflation using each series on another graph. Which measure would you
use if someone asked you, “what is the current inflation rate?”

(b) Now Google “FRED median CPI” and you will get a couple series. One is the median and one
is the 16% trimmed mean. What is up with those? (That is, what are they trying to measure?)
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Problem 4. Solow Model. A small Solow economy was on a balanced growth path. Along This
growth path mean labor’s share of income was 0.65, the mean investment-to-output ratio was 0.18,
and the mean capital-to-output ratio was 3.0. The calibrated values of the structural parameters
were α = 0.35 and δ = 0.06. Assume the individuals in the economy save a fifth of their income
every year, i.e. σ = 0.20. One year a terrible natural catastrophe hits the country and destroys
50% of the capital stock.

a) Write pseudo code and a program to find out how much of the capital stock would have been
rebuilt after 50 years if the individuals don’t change their savings behavior.

b) Write the pseudo-code and program to find how variables in the economy evolve. That is,
calculate the growth rates of capital, output, investment, and consumption. Plot the evolution of
these variables along with their growth rates on the same graph.

c) What is the half-life of the capital stock recovery?
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Problem 5. Cake Eating. Solve the cake eating problem analytically and on the computer.
Suppose that the cake will go bad in T = 20 periods. Let kt be the amount of cake available to eat
at time t and let ct denote how much cake you ate in t. Assume that some initial cake size k0 = 1
is given and that your preferences can be described by log utility function with a discount factor of
β = .8. Present the pseudo-code. Plot the size of the cake, consumption, and utility on the same
graph.
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